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 SPEEDING 

 DRUGS 

 ASB 

  

Now that the summer holidays are coming to an end and schools are 

open again the Safer Neighbourhood team will be concentrating on 

neighbourhood issues, drugs, speeding, anti social behaviour and 

rural crimes including arson and hare coursing. With the darker 

nights drawing in we recommend cycle lights are fitted along with 

bright clothing, and cycle helmets.  

We wish you all a safe and happy autumn period. 

 

          YOUR LOCAL BEAT MANAGER 
 

 

PC 160 STEVE PHILLIPS 

 
We are always being made aware of scam phone calls, text 

messages and emails etc.  

If you receive a fake message, forward the text, including phone 

number or company name, to 7726. It won’t cost you anything and 

means your phone provider can investigate. If you responded to a 

scam text and provided your bank details, contact your bank 

immediately. 

 

Spread the message about the Silent Solution so that people are 

aware. This could help to prevent abuse from happening. When 

dialling 999, if speaking or making an immediate sound would 

put you in danger, stay on the line and press 55 when prompted 

and the call will be transferred to the Police who will know it is 

an emergency call. 

 

PC 460 ANDY HUDSON 

TEL: 07766990811 

E: ANDREW.HUDSON@NORFOLK.PNN.POLICE.UK  



 

 
 

Offence Numbers What could this entail 

Arson   Damage caused as a result of fire. 

Anti-Social Behaviour (ASB)  2 Harassment, alarm or distress is caused in a non-crime incident. 

Burglary business and community   A person commits theft in a building or structure that is not lived in. 

Burglary residential  6 Entry and theft in a building or a structure that is lived in. 

Criminal Damage  9 A person destroys or damages property belonging to someone else. 

Domestic  6 Domestic incidents where a crime has not occurred. Parties are aged 16 or over 

and have been intimate partners or family members regardless of sexuality. 

Hate Incident   Any incident where a crime has not occurred which the victim, or anyone else, 

thinks is based on someone’s prejudice towards them because of their race, 

religion, sexual orientation, disability or because they are transgender. 

  

Race or Religious aggravated public fear   Any crime determined to have a hate element as per above. 

Possession of controlled substance  1 Unlawful possession of a drug classified in class A, B or C. 

Possession of weapons  1 Unlawful possession of an article used as a weapon. 

Public fear, alarm or distress  6 Public order offences e.g. from a verbal altercation to offences just short of 

violence. 

Robbery  1 Includes a range of offences where force is used, threatened or the victim is put 

in fear. 

Theft from a motor vehicle   Any item stolen that was in, on or attached to a motor vehicle. 

Theft or unauthorised taking of a motor vehicle   Any motor vehicle including those abandoned. 

Theft of pedal cycle   From a public place, if stolen form a shed or garage this would be a BOTD. 

Theft from a person   Purse being taken from a handbag, or a mobile phone from a  

shopping basket. 
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